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Introduction
The last two decades witnessed 18 of the warmest years on
record1 and in 2019 the European Union declared a climate
emergency.
Even with rapid action, the climate is expected to bring more
extreme weather events over the coming decades. At the
same time, more and more people are calling cities their
home, and many European neighbourhoods are becoming
denser. Additional unexpected threats like the COVID-19
pandemic compound the challenge for towns and cities.

Will our cities be resilient to
increasing climate and health
hazards like heatwaves, droughts,
heavy rain and floods? Can we
integrate climate solutions into
liveable neighbourhoods while also
accommodating more people?
This report describes the actions required to address
these questions.
We outline an architectural and evidence-based approach
that harnesses the power of stakeholder engagement
and inspirationally integrates all considerations and
actions. We illustrate our approach with a typical
European neighbourhood facing these widespread
growth and environmental challenges.
The report combines global and industry-leading research
and experience to show how citizens and stakeholders can
resolve the often clashing demands of urban density,
climate resilience and liveability. The participatory, holistic
and flexible approach ensures robustness and resilience
to a broad range of social, environmental and economic
challenges into the future.

THE GLOBAL GOALS
Three global sustainable development goals are in main
focus in this report:

5
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Changing
cities
What will our cities be like in 2050 and beyond?
Will they feel overcrowded and our lives rushed? Will our
neighbourhoods be liveable in extreme weather?
Our cities are growing at a rapid pace, bringing us new
challenges and opportunities and demanding new tools.
The scale of urbanisation means that our collective
success in creating and realising city visions will affect
everyone, even those living outside cities.

5 MEGATRENDS
shaping cities around the world 2, 3, 4

1. Global urbanisation

2016 – 54% living in towns and cities.
2050 – 66% living in towns and cities.5

2. Climate emergency

... with hazards to cities including rainfall,
flooding, drought and heat.

3. Growth then peak of
world population

… with populations in 55 countries, particularly in Europe, declining
by 2050 6. Concurrently populations are ageing. Investments in the
growth years will affect quality of life for many decades beyond.

4. Exponential technologies

…creating undreamt-of opportunities. Face-to-face interactions
are more discretionary, making the quality of physical experiences
more important.

5. New economies

Sharing, cyclical, experience and innovation economies are shaped
by dynamic urban environments and opportunities.
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Climate hazards for our
growing cities include
heatwaves, droughts, heavy
rainfall events and flooding.
URBAN DENSIFICATION AIMS:
• Optimise use of urban infrastructure and services
• Minimise resource and energy consumption
• Facilitate healthy travel
• Improve social cohesion
• Reduce climate impacts.
Densification and climate mitigation and adaption measures
compete for space if not coordinated. Enhancing amenity
and liveability, through access to public and green areas for
example, also demands space13. Over the past 25 years, the
greenness of European cities has increased by 38%, with
44% of Europe´s population currently living within 300
metres of a public park14.

To accommodate growth and build sustainable cities,
many governments have adopted the planning strategy of
densification of existing urban areas, although often paired
with targeted urban expansion7, 8. Densification often occurs
near jobs and services, in former industrial areas, and next
to existing or new public transport with significant spare
capacity9.

CLIMATE EMERGENCY
+ 1° C – Rise in average global temperature since the
pre-industrial era due to human activities10
+ 1.5° C – Expected rise in average global
temperature by between 2030-2052 10
Up to +10° C – Heat island effect in cities compared
to surrounding areas11
1500: Floods in Europe between 1980 and 201612
15%: E uropean Union territory affected by droughts
each year between 2006-201012
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PANDEMIC THREATS
While it is not clear if a correlation exists between city
density and the spread of COVID 19, cities and towns must
nonetheless address the pandemic threat.
Pandemics threaten lives, health and livelihoods. They
affect many urban systems and processes, from health
care, economic and financial functions, to development
investment, immigration and overall growth.
In planning towns and cities, building resilience through
mixed- and multi-functional use and increasing flexibility
and agility in the face of change is critical to long-term
health and development. Strong community cohesion,
diverse options for socialising, commerce, recreation and
employment, paired with agile management systems,
improve this flexibility. Towns and cities with flexible
design and strong communities can rebound much more
successfully than those with more traditional built and
social environments.
The quarantines declared all over Europe have also led
to more appreciation for the quality of the home and
neighbourhood environment. Balconies, gardens, local
green spaces and city parks have been important resources
to ameliorate physical and psychological stress. Liveability
can be improved by all these places.

HOLISTIC PLANNING APPROACH
Providing a high-quality, resilient living environment in
densifying neighbourhoods requires a dedicated and
holistic approach15. Many people are affected and citizens
from across civil society, the public sector, academia and
business can offer valuable contributions.
Variations of holistic planning processes exist across
Europe. The Swedish SymbioCity approach15, for example,
sets a framework and standard for multidisciplinary sustainable city planning focusing on engagement and capacity
building, as well as co-creation among stakeholders in
planning processes, and is used in many countries. Another
example is the German process of Integrierte Stadtenwick-

lung (integrated urban development) which includes public
participation and is linked to national funding.
ENGAGING VISUAL METHODS
Our global experience shows that a successful planning
approach for both the short and long terms is to inspire
strong engagement with a highly visual approach to planning and design. Architectural and urban design drawings,
visualisations, and examples of potential solutions and
successful projects all help to inspire, help communities
define their visions, and encourage collaboration, co-creation and ownership. Fortunately, there are many examples
of successful and beautiful solutions for typical urban
planning and liveability challenges.

Landscape, social space
and urban agriculture

Urban
functions

Building and
architecture

ch
roa
pp

Traffic and
transportation

A ho
lis
ti

interdisciplina
ry
nd
a
a
c

Energy

Information and
communication
technology (ICT)

Waste

Water supply and
sanitation
A holistic systems approach centred on the citizen is essential, as per the SymbioCity Approach15
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SymbioCity and other holistic planning approaches utilize active stakeholder engagement to set visions, guide planning and achieve desired outcomes

ADDRESSING CHALLENGES
Solving urban densification, climate resilience and liveability necessitates engaging visual methods or inspiration and
deep and effective collaboration

NEEDS
AND
OBJECTIVES

More
people

EXAMPLE
METHODS

Quantitative
spatial
assessment

SOLUTIONS
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Sustainable,
resilient, peoplefriendly design

Climate mitigation
and adaption

Same available
space

Visual architectural
and urban planning
approach
Societal
engagement and
collaboration

Better
liveability

Qualitative ecosystem
and socio-cultural
assessment

Clear plan for staged
development

Redeveloping
a neighbourhood
A design experiment
How could a typical European neighbourhood densify
successfully through to 2050? We have completed a design
experiment that illustrates how holistic planning and
targeted climate actions can address both the growth
challenge and the hazards of increasing heatwaves,
droughts, heavy rainfall events and flooding.
THE SITUATION IN 2020
Our example neighbourhood lies next to a small river. It is
centrally located in a town that initially developed during the
industrial revolution. In the 1960s and 1990s, a residential
building and some workshops were replaced with apartments and a large city-owned office and municipal building.
A two-storey car park was also built, but many cars are still
parked in the building courtyard, which also contains sheds.
Roads were progressively widened for traffic and parking, a
road built next to the river and a motorway constructed on its
far side. Spaces for nature and recreation were progressively
reduced. The river was managed like a canal, but with some
traces of nature surviving along its neglected edges.

THE SPATIAL CHALLENGE
2020

2050 target

(illustrated below)

RESIDENTS

175

+100%

GREEN SPACE

7 sq000
+100%
m

PRODUCTIVITY

23,000
+100%
sq m
Jobs

available

LIVEABILITY
INDEX*
(effective
accessible
space)

135
sq m per
resident

>135
sq m per
resident

The neighbourhood in 2020, showing different
types of public and private space including
building forms, green space and the river

	Private space
	Community space
	Usable public space
	Unsealed green space
	Sealed and almost unusable space
	Area used for calculations
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New planned neighbourhood in Sätra, Västerås Sweden, by Tovatt Architects & Planners/ Mandaworks.

THE CHALLENGE FOR 2050
What if twice as many people will need to live in this
neighbourhood, and twice as many jobs will have to be
accommodated? The ecosystem service function and
the amount of green space will also need to be at least
doubled to provide climate adaption and ecosystem
resilience. Finally, liveability must also be enhanced,
particularly through access to high-quality indoor and
outdoor space. How can this be solved?
The neighbourhood in 2020 and the future aspirations
are summarised in the figure "The spatial challenge".
The following pages describe the community story in
meeting the challenge.
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* MEASURING LIVEABILITY
Liveability in this spatial puzzle is tracked using an
index that summarises the effective accessible space
for each neighbourhood resident. The index is based
on the personal access to private space (initially 100
sqm per resident including hallways, attics etc.) and
to a proportion of different public and semi-public
shared spaces such as communal rooms in apartment buildings, green space and public squares.

The development story
In 2050 it will be possible to chart the climate actions and successes along the way.

2020
2021

Interest from a major developer sparks an intensive debate among politicians, residents,
investors, experts and the broader community.
The municipality decides to prepare a holistic 30-year development plan for the neighbourhood to accommodate growth, increase climate resilience and improve liveability.
Climate Action: Conduct holistic development planning process with public engagement

2022

Residents young and old, employees and many others contribute and develop ideas and
strengthen community ties.
Common scenarios for the future are developed and evaluated collaboratively. An early
success is redesigning the courtyard to suit the neighbours’ needs: the "Oasis" - a public and
green meeting place that includes art and a garden for recreation and cultivation.
The vision, core principles and key parameters are established including:
• The number of future residents and the job requirements
• The need for more public space for social meetings, playing, leisure and training
• The specifications for climate-resilient design elements, such as flooding adaptation
measures and cooling features.
A pond is constructed to receive surface water runoff and a large portion of the courtyard is
made into a lush grass garden. During heavy rain, the pond is filled and channels water into
the sunken garden and underground storage.
Climate Action: Solving surface water flooding and greening the cityscape
Climate Action: Stormwater management
The pond’s water and the newly planted trees start to cool the area through evaporation and
shade as they grow and mature. On hot summer days, the fountains further cool the area.
Climate Action: Cooling measures

2025

The two-storey car park is replaced with an underground car park.
A high-rise building with flats and offices is built with environmentally friendly, climateadapted materials and provides a comfortable indoor climate. It features low energy use,
energy reuse within the neighbourhood and solar panels, both on less accessible roofs and
integrated into windows. Wooden materials are used (reused where possible), rainwater
and greywater is utilised, and facilities are managed flexibly for different users and uses.
Construction minimises noise and other impacts. The building is certified at the highest level
under the environmental certification system BREEAM.
The building has many community spaces and services for its residents and workers,
reducing the need for private space per person.
Climate Action: Community space in buildings
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General climate actions

Heat and drought threats actions

Water threats actions

Each action is elaborated in the neighbourhood diagrams on pages 16/17 and 20/21.

2033

The transport system is reconfigured to improve services and save considerable space. Sharing
of cars and bicycles reduces space requirements and costs. A tram service is established, and
a station and mobility hub are built at the high-rise building. The range of mobility services
continues to evolve according to changing needs through 2050.
Climate Action: Mobility hub
The tram tracks are on grass and, together with rain gardens along the pavement and
in the pocket park, allow infiltration from the road and parking lots. Water is stored
underground for drier periods, accessible for trees and other plantings in the street.
Climate Action: Rainwater harvesting and watering system

2030s

Each redevelopment site influences neighbouring buildings and even neighbouring districts.
Most of the original buildings are extended with an additional two floors.
Power consumption is reduced, and solar panels are installed. Internal layouts are optimised,
including with flexible walls, enabling lifelong residency in many apartments. Video conferencing
further reduces the need for travel and space. Each resident and employee needs 20% less space.
Green roofs and façades are installed to mitigate rising temperatures and slow rainwater
runoff. The new roofs and gardens increase wildlife in the area and provide food for
pollinators, which benefits food gardens. The rooftops provide meeting places.
Climate Action: Green roofs and walls
An additional building, ‘Cube’, is built as a community living room. Neighbours meet, pursue
hobbies and work. A small workshop, a day-care centre and a collection of shared tools and
games provide value to everyone and improve community cohesion and resilience.
Over the years, the community is engaged with updating and evolving their vision and
actions, learning from successes and lessons along the way.

2038

The riverfront is renovated and the adjacent underutilised road space is repurposed. The
riverbanks are raised to mitigate flooding. Natural areas are renewed to create parkland and
options for urban agriculture, provide permeable surfaces and increase biological diversity.
A cycle path is installed and a beautiful wooden pedestrian and cycling bridge is constructed
to better connect neighbourhoods across the city.
Before the renewal, the limited wild space next to the river became moderately biodiverse because of the lack of human intervention. A renewal solution is developed to balance the requirements of nature and citizens, with landscaped parkland and areas of greater wilderness. The
parkland and wilderness can even accommodate river flooding, mitigating broader impacts.
Climate Action: Ecosystem services and assessments
Climate Action: Protection against river flooding
Climate Action: Coastal flood protection
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The neighbourhood in 2050
Resilient to heatwaves and drought
In 2050 the neighbourhood is dense, diverse, liveable and
resilient. Even in the middle of a drought and heatwave,
neighbours can rest in the shade and children can enjoy
playing in the park and fountains. This is due to successful
climate actions that address heatwaves and droughts.
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General climate actions

Heat and drought threats actions

Water threats actions

Resilient to heatwaves
and drought
A number of climate actions, used successfully in
a variety of Sweco projects, are used to combat the
hazards of heat and drought.
COOLING MEASURES
•	Water and plants cool the temperature through
shade and evaporation.
•	Bright surfaces with matt finish reflect solar heat away.
•	Slats, external window blinds and green facades
prevent heat traps such as exposed south-facing
building facades.
•	The sun’s energy is captured by anglevariable
solar panels, or utilised with appropriate windows
or reflective surfaces to lighten darker spaces.
•	The right balance of light and heavy construction
materials insulates buildings.
•	Careful channeling of wind cools neighbourhoods
and buildings.
Karin Snodgrass, architect, Berlin, Germany

MOBILITY HUBS
•	Densification reduces travel distances and car trips
overall, but leads to an increase in total local trips,
and transport infrastructure already occupies
significant space. Action on transport is essential
for climate resilience and to create space for other
climate actions.
•	Mobility hubs focus on space-efficient modes of
travel, the sharing economy and flexibility to
changing demands.
•	Smartphones and related technologies help connect
mobility services.
•	The mobility hub co-locates and links public
transport, bike, sharing and charging services.
Postal services, laundries or spaces with many
amenities let commuters use their time efficiently.
•	For example, in the “Regio Concept Hamburg East”,
a holistic planning process led to the decision for
mobility hubs to be created in densification areas.
A network of hubs is planned based on everyday
trip patterns.
Iris Pollesch and Dr Sascha Baron, transport
planners, Munich and Frankfurt, Germany
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General climate actions

Heat and drought threats actions

Water threats actions

ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND ASSESSMENTS
•	Urban densification risks an increased heat-island
effect, fewer surfaces to mitigate CO2, less permeable
ground to mitigate flooding, and less biodiversity.
Tools such as ESTER16 used early in the planning
process define biodiversity, supportive ecosystem
services and social qualities and help set a framework
for early design.
•	The tools can inform practical advice, such as the
recommended number of trees to add to nearby
forests, the status of endemic species and soil quality.
Measurables and practical actions can ensure desired
outcomes are realised in implementation.
•	A carbon sink index should also be used. It considers
the annual need for mitigation of anthropogenic CO2
by trees and other green areas, water surfaces, and
biocarbon in roadworks and under hardened surfaces.
Areas with a positive carbon sink index provide a
CO2-mitigation buffer for surrounding areas.
Susanna Hultin, Horticulturalist, Malmö, Sweden

RAINWATER HARVESTING AND WATERING SYSTEM
• 	Rainwater management is decentralised through
infiltration methods such as trough, shaft or rigole
infiltration
• 	Tree rigoles allow rainwater infiltration and ensure
adequate space underground for healthy tree roots
even in dense urban environments. A permeable metal
disc around the base of the tree allows infiltration
through to the root zone and then through to a
long-term water reservoir for the tree. Surrounding
gravel packs drain away excess water.
• 	Water infiltration, tree health, shading and evaporative
cooling are increased, and surface runoff is reduced.
Olaf Johansson, Hydraulic Engineer, Bremen, Germany
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The neighbourhood in 2050
Resilient to heavy rainfall events and flooding
It is 2050 and heavy rain has fallen for an hour. The green roofs
are saturated. Excess stormwater is channeled to the pond,
which fills, overflows and recharges the sunken garden and
underground water storage. Riverbank embankments and treatments protect the neighbourhood from a rising river. Due to the
successful climate actions, the neighbourhood can be dense,
liveable and resilient to precipitation and flooding all at once.

16
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General climate actions

Heat and drought threats actions

Water threats actions

Resilient to heavy rain
events and flooding
A number of climate actions, used successfully in a
variety of Sweco projects, are used to combat the
hazards of extreme rain and flooding.

SOLVING SURFACE WATER FLOODING AND
GREENING THE CITYSCAPE
•	A surface water management project in Glasgow
used a multi-agency approach to address flooding in
the combined sewer and free up capacity for future
development.
•	Collaboration with community groups produced an
attractive blue-green solution to provide flood relief,
amenities, cycling tracks, children’s play facilities,
food growing space and a recreation area.
Geraldine Angus, Operations Manager, Glasgow, Scotland, UK.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
•	Blue-green solutions provide beneficial values
beyond flood control, including recreational
value, biological cleaning of water, and habitat
and biodiversity for the city.
Marika Karras, Technical Consultant, Ecosystems
Risk Management, Malmö, Sweden

COMMUNAL SPACE IN BUILDINGS
•	New apartments are of varying size and complement
the existing housing supply in the area.
•	Some homes have moveable walls for flexible living
arrangements. Being able to remain in an area as
household needs change over the years increases
sense of belonging, community participation and
social sustainability.
•	Buildings incorporate common spaces - including
on the roof - for meetings, parties, common meals,
laundries and, for example, table tennis and
gardening. This improves liveability and lessens
the need for more space in every apartment.
Sara Tärk, Landscape Architect and Urban Planner,
Gothenburg, Sweden
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General climate actions

Heat and drought threats actions

Water threats actions

FLOOD PROTECTION
• The climate crisis is exacerbating the impact of
flooding in urban areas from heavy rainfall, extreme
river flow and storm surges.
•	Sweco designed a solution in Malmö to create flood
protection for low-lying areas. An elevated bicycle
path serves as a protective embankment for existing
low-lying residential areas. The area provides housing
and recreational spaces to meet the city’s development needs. The existing harbour area is modified
and elevated. In addition a new recreational area is
created where people can enjoy swimming, fishing
and other seaside activities.
Sebastian Bokhari Irminger, Project Leader, Malmö, Sweden

GREEN ROOFS AND WALLS
•	In dense urban environments, hard surfaces limit
infiltration and create more and faster runoff.
•	Green roofs and walls retain and slow the flow of
rainwater, and also mitigate the urban heat island
effect, improve biodiversity and provide green
recreational space.
•	The extent of mitigation can vary depending on the
depth and structure of planting beds.
Daniel Gulliksson, Landscape Architect, Stockholm

PROTECTION AGAINST RIVER FLOODING
•	The more frequent and severe river flooding caused by
climate change requires action.
•	For a small village in western Sweden, Sweco designed
dikes to protect against 100-year river floods. When the
river rises to a certain level and doors in the dikes close,
pumping stations operate to discharge stormwater from
the landside of the dike.
•	When the river is lower, the opening in the dike
provides a walkthrough so that a recreation area
outside the dike can be accessed.
Mattias Salomonsson, Senior Expert Climate Adaption, Halmstad, Sweden
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Assessing success
in 2050
Can densification and climate-resilience work?
In our design experiment, sustainable and clever development supported by targeted climate actions can indeed
facilitate a doubling of density in a climate-resilient,
liveable way.

Qualitative analysis is also critical for a successful design.
We used the scoring tool Ester16 to ensure that the design
improves a broad range of ecosystem services such as
extreme weather protection and social outcomes such as
physical health.

Measures in both the public and private realm are required.
The need for private space per neighbour and overall space
per employee is reduced by 20% due to much better access
to shared spaces, more flexible fitouts, better technology,
teleworking and shared mobility. Public space is increased
and redesigned with less room for space-inefficient private
cars. Overall, liveability even increases, as measured by the
effective accessible space per resident. The need for urban
sprawl is reduced.

ESTER ECOSYSTEM ASSESSMENT

Neighbourhood score in 2020

Development score in 2050
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The neighbourhood in 2050, showing liveable
space for more people and climate mitigation
and adaptation, meeting the planning targets

2020

2050 target

2050 solution
(illustrated below)

RESIDENTS

175

+100%

352

GREEN SPACE

7,000 sq m

+100%

16,175sq m

PRODUCTIVITY

23,000
sq m available

+100%

LIVEABILITY INDEX
(effective accessible space)

135

sq m per resident

Jobs

>135

sq m per resident

39,000 sqm

(with capacity for +106% more jobs)

152

sq m per resident

	Private space
	Community space
	Usable public space
	Unsealed green space
	Sealed and almost unusable space
	Area used for calculations
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Conclusions and
recommendations
The powerful trend of urbanisation will drive development
for decades to come, even with the impacts of challenges
from COVID-19. Planners in many jurisdictions aim to
minimise development outside existing urban boundaries
by focusing on targeted urban densification, for economic,
social and environmental reasons.
The challenge of accommodating extra dwellings, jobs
and services in these urban areas is compounded by the
urgent imperatives of the climate crisis. Cities must fit
in new climate mitigation and adaptation measures to
protect against increasing climate hazards. Growth,
climate change and the resulting spatial pressures
demand dedicated collaboration, planning and design
to make towns and cities liveable.
This Urban Insight report illustrates an approach and
actions for managing the challenge. Focusing on the
hazards of increasing heatwaves, droughts, heavy
precipitation events and flooding, we have illustrated
solutions for a typical urban neighbourhood that can
at the same time become denser, more climate-resilient
and highly liveable. The approach can be applied
around the world.
Denser cities need not feel crowded and diminished.
Communities can thrive through the social and economic
opportunities that cities create. With careful planning and
engaging approaches, such as through the SymbioCity
method and engaging visualisations, communities can
mobilise and create, and seemingly contradictory demands
for space can be resolved. Densification and flexibility can
improve climate resilience and liveability while supporting
diverse, enriching human experiences.

RECOMMENDATIONS:
•	When creating denser urban places, high-quality,
attractive, enriching and socially inclusive public space
must be a top priority.
•	A high-quality blue and green network is critical to
providing fundamental ecosystem services and to
enhance liveability in densified neighbourhoods.
•	Qualitative goals and measurable targets for urban
blue and green infrastructure are essential to safeguard
sufficient space throughout development. Information
and analysis on local climate change effects and
ecosystem characteristics should be prioritised.
•	Multifunctional use of space is essential. Careful
design in combination with smart technologies can
provide numerous benefits like shade, water retention,
evaporative cooling, social space, safety and security,
and visual beauty.
•	Public and semi-public spaces should be used flexibly at
different times of the day and year and in different weather.
•	Sustained multi-disciplinary collaboration with specific emphasis on broad citizen engagement is required
for equitable, sustainable and resilient solutions and
implementation. Visual and inspirational approaches
are essential for successful engagement. Continued
involvement and engagement over the years refine the
approach and strengthen resilience.
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New planned water square and neighbourhood in Sätra, Västerås Sweden, by Tovatt Architects & Planners/ Mandaworks

Award-winning architectural design. New cultural centre in Bergsjön, Gothenburg Sweden, by Sweco Architects
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Planner, Frankfurt, Germany. Susanna Hultin, Horticulturalist, Malmö, Sweden. Sofia Kourbetis, Visualizer, Gothenburg, Sweden. Marc Springer, Urban
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